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LANGSTON UNIVERSITY LANGSTON, OKLAHOMA 
2 
Two years in the life of the 
Lion represents " Strength 
Through Unity." This two-year 
bond reveals the story of 1087 
students and 200 faculty, staff, 
and administrators whose diver-
sity, individuality, and uniqueness 
blend together for a single effect 
-A GREATER LANGSTON UNI-
VERSITY. 
Our " Dear Langston" is like 
an ever-turning, gyrating circle 
of variables, steadily changing 
and yet constant. New faces 
and new ideas slowly absorbed 
by time-established traditions 
blend and intermingle to create 
the Langston experience. Each 
segment -students , faculty , 
staff, administration, community, 
state & nation - exists as an 
equally relevant part of the 
whole, perhaps seemingly insig-
nificant alone, and yet without 
that particular arc, the circle 
would cease to revolve . Each, 
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PRESIDENT ERNEST HOLLOWAY 
4 
OUR NO. 1 LION 
FOURTEENTH LU 
PRESIDENT 
On Wednesday, October 10, 
1979, Dr. Ernest L. Holloway 
was named president of 
Langston University by the 
Board of Regents of Oklahoma 
State University and A & M Col-
leges. Dr. Holloway, who has 
been at Langston University for 
sixteen years, served as Interim 
President of the University for 
approximately ten months be-
fore being named president. 
Among his previous positions at 
Langston University were those 
of Registrar, Professor in the De-
partment of Biology, Dean of 
Student Affairs, and Professor of 
Education and Behavioral Sci-
ences. 
Langston University is the 
alma mater of Dr. Holloway. He 
received his master ' s degree 
from Oklahoma State University 
and his Doctor of Education de-
gree f rom the University of 
Oklahoma. 
Dr. Holloway, along with the 
entire college community , is 
committed "to build an even 
greater institution to which our 
alumni, students, and supporters 
can point with pride." 
5 
THE STUDENTS 
THE STUDENT BODY AT LANGSTON UNI-
VERSITY CONTINUES IN ITS RICH AND REPRE-
SENTATIVE DIVERSITY TO BE MULTI-REGION-
AL AND MULTI-NATIONAL IN CHARACTER. 
THIS DYNAMIC BLEND OF STUDENT ORIGIN, 
STUDENT INTEREST, AND PRICELESS STUDENT 
ENERGY HERALDS THE NEW URBAN THRUST 
OF LANGSTON UNIVERSITY. 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY IS AN " OPPORTU-
NITY COLLEGE" ACCESSIBLE TO ALL WHO 
CAN PROFIT FROM A COLLEGE EDUCATION. 
FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE SPRING OF 1978, 313 
STUDENTS WERE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
IN A TOTAL OF 924; IN THE FALL OF 1978-79, 
210 STUDENTS WERE OUT-OF-STATE IN A 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF 943; IN THE FALL OF 
1979-80, 205 STUDENTS WERE TAKING 
CLASSES AT THE LANGSTON UNIVERSITY UR-
BAN CENTER IN TULSA IN A TOTAL ENROLL-
MENT OF 1087 STUDENTS. 
7 
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1979-80 LANGSTON LADIES 
FRONT ROW: Mimi Johnson, sophomore; Myra Powell, sophomore; 
Delores Gay, sophomore; and Mae Henson, freshman. BACK ROW: Gene-
vieve Scott, freshman; Bonnie Thomas, freshman; Cathy Edwards, fresh-
man; Melanie Simpson, sophomore; Roberta Britt, sophomore; and jeffrie 
Hooper, senior. 
NATIONAL TOURNAMENT-
Here We Come!! 
The Langston Ladies Varsity basketball team is a 
winner! During the 1978-79 season, the Ladies won 
25 of 34 games which was the best record in small 
colleges. They ranked fifth in the state and fourth in 
Region IV. The Ladies averaged 71 points a game, 
outscoring their opponents who scored only 63 
points per game. 
Coach Bob Colon, in his fourth year as head 
coach of the Langston Ladies, has a super 1979-80 
team. Coach Colon is sure he has state and nation-
al championship material in his players this season. 
Jeffrie Hooper, No. 10, is a standout player. She 
averaged 14 points per game her freshman year 
and 15 points per game her sophomore year. Co-
lon considers Myra Powell, No. 13, the top guard in 
the state. She is an excellent floor leader and co-
ordinates the offense and defense for the Ladies. 
Melanie Simpson, No. 14, is the backbone of the 





THE SPORTS PROGRAM AT LANGSTON UNI-
VERSITY OFFERS N.A.I.A. INTERCOLLEGIATE COM-
PETITION FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN FOOTBALL, 
BASKETBALL, TRACK, AND BASEBALL. DR. MAU-
RICE LOVE, AS ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, ALONG 
WITH THE ATHLETIC COUNCIL, ADMINISTERS THE 
ATHLETIC PROGRAM AT LANGSTON UNIVERSITY. 
THE ATHLETIC COUNCIL IS COMPOSED OF F AC-
UL TY MEMBERS APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT, A 
STUDENT FROM EACH CLASS, AND THE UNIVERSI-
TY PHYSICIAN. 
THE 1979-80 ATHLETIC SEASON OPENED WITH 
TWO NEW HEAD COACHES FOR TWO TEAM 
SPORTS - FOOTBALL AND MEN'S BASKETBALL. 
MR . ROOSEVELT NIVENS, A LANGSTON 
GRADUATE AND FORMER DEFENSIVE LINE 
COACH FOR THE MIGHTY LIONS, IS HEAD 
COACH FOR THE VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM. MR. 
IVORY MOORE, WHO COMES TO LANGSTON 
AFTER TWO YEARS OF COACHING AT JARVIS 
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, IS THE MEN'S VARSITY BAS-
KETBALL COACH. 
ORGANIZATIONS 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY OFFERS ITS STUDENTS 
A HOST OF ORGANIZATIONS WHEREBY THEY 
CAN RECEIVE PERSONAL, ACADEMIC, AND SO-
CIAL ENHANCEMENT. THESE INCLUDE DEPART-
MENTAL CLUBS AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETIES, MUSIC ORGANI-
ZATIONS, AND FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES. 
THE COMMUNICATION CLUB (ABOVE) OFFERS 
STUDENTS MAJORING IN BROADCAST JOURNAL-
ISM COMRADERIE AND OUT -OF-CLASS ENRICH-
MENT THROUGH TOURS, SEMINARS, AND LEC-
TURES ON THE BROADCAST MEDIA. 
THE D.C. METRO CLUB (BELOW) IS A SPECIAL-
INTEREST CLUB FOR STUDENTS ATTENDING 





The thirteenth president of Langston University 
was Dr. Samuel J. Tucker. His tenure was from 
April, 1978 to December, 1978. Dr. Tucker, who is 
a native of Alabama, received his bachelor's degree 
from Morehouse College in 1952 with a major in 
psychology; his master's degree from Columbia 
University in 1956 in psychology; and his doctor's 
degree in 1969 from Atlanta University in guidance 
and counseling. 
He is married to Arlene Tucker, and they have 
four children - Samuel Jr ., Sabrina, Sharon, and 
Sterling. The Tuckers are now residing in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
L.U. FACULTY 
The Langston University faculty is a 
closely knit group of scholars. Twenty-
two percent of the faculty had attained 
doctoral degrees in 1972; however, by 
the fall of 1978, thirty-eight percent had 
received the terminal degree. The diverse 
nature and interests of the faculty are re-
flected in their achievements. Several 
have written textbooks, reference books, 
and articles, which have been published 
by leading publishing companies and in 
the most prestigious literary and contem-
porary journals. 
Langston University is also fortunate to 
have more than just a few faculty mem-
bers who have received state, national, 
and international acclaim for their 
achievements in civic and academic af-
fairs . 
STAFF 
SEA I COOPERATIVE RESEARCH 
Science, Education and Administration / Cooperative Research is representative of the quality staff 
employed at Langston University. Under the very able direction of Dr. Steve B. Latimer, the research 
scientists are some of the best in the nation. As one of the 1890 land grant institutions, Langston Uni-
versity receives special agricultural funds from the federal government. Funds have been received 
for several projects, among which are the following studies: " A Study of Differential Educational 
Treatment for Exceptional Children in Grades 1-4 in a Rural Setting;" " Formation and Decomposition 
of Nitrosamines of Soil;" "Effects of Age on the Absorption of Nutrients;" " Accumulation and Degra-
dation of Herbicides by Algae;" "The Mechanism of Plants' Disease Resistance;" " Accumulation of 
Nitrate in Soil and Water;" " Social and Psychological Behavior Patterns of Rural Disadvantaged Youth 
in the Selection of Clothing;" " Synthesis and Characteristics of Stable Plant Disease Resistance;" and 
" The Relationship of Nutrition to Essential Hypertension Among People in Three Counties in Oklaho-




Service is a very lofty ideal set as a vital part of 
the University's commitment to its " Community." 
The three towns which make up the Langston Uni-
versity community are Langston , Coyle, and 
Guthrie. These communities receive services such 
as fire and ambulance services, and, in turn, they 
offer facilities for dining and shopping, and oppor-
tunities for students to get involved in civic affairs . 
Also, Langston University is one of the major em-
ployers of residents from these communities. 
ABOVE: The little league football team of Langston 
is coached by Marvin Hines, an LU student. BE-
LOW: The 1979-80 King and Queen of Langston 
Elementary School, Vernon Hickerson II and Donna 





The State and Nation climax 
the strengthened bond of uni-
ty for Langston University . 
Both recognize Langston as a 
viable contributing institution 
to the mainstream of Ameri-
can society. 
Langston University gradu-
ates are in almost every state 
in the nation and on several 
continents. 
They help to give this na-
tion, as their own Alma Mater, 
a rich heritage etched deeply 
in its diverse culture . 
HOMECOMING 
1979 
Tradition characterizes a Langston University home-
coming. People don' t want it to change; they want to 
come back and find everything as it was when they 
were here. So it continues; it strengthens; it unites. 
If anything, homecoming is a union of the old and 
new, very traditional but, at the same time, progres-
sive. The traditions that have been an integral part of 
Langston University remain, but many of them have 





RIGHT: MS. LA QUETA 
HOWARD 
Ms. La Queta Howard, a Corrections major from 
Oklahoma City, is the Sophomore Class Queen. 
Her guardian is Mrs. Olevia Howard, also of Okla-
homa City. La Queta enjoys tennis, dancing, sing-
ing, and sewing. She is a lady of Zeta Phi Beta So-
rority, Inc. and a member of the L.U. Concert 
Choir. Ms. Howard is escorted by Mr. James Epps, 
Sophomore Class King. Mr. Epps is from Washing-
ton, D.C. and is a Corrections major. He, too, en-
joys tennis and dancing; he's an LU football player 
and a member of the D.C. Metro Club. 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
QUEEN 
LEFT: MS. CATHY BULLOCK 
The Freshman Class Queen, Ms. Cathy Bullock, is 
a graduate of Southeast High School in Oklahoma 
City. She is the daughter of Mrs. Charlene Tilford, 
also of Oklahoma City. Cathy's major is Business 
Administration, and her hobbies are dancing, bas-
ketball, and singing. She is one of the graceful 
members of the Abstract Dancers. Cathy explains 
that her reason for coming to Langston University 
was because of the positive impression she re-
ceived from the LU recruiter during High School 
Orientation Night at her high school. 
Ms. Bullock is escorted by the Freshman Class 
King, Mr. Joe Smith. 
SENIOR CLASS 
QUEEN 
RIGHT: MS. VIVIAN BONNER 
Ms. Bonner, a 1979 graduate of Guthrie High 
School, Guthrie, Oklahoma, is a Business Adminis-
tration major at Langston University. She is a 
staunch supporter of senior class activities. A few 
of Vivian's hobbies are dancing, reading, meeting 
people, cooking, skating, swimming, traveling, and 
watching football and basketball games. She is born 
under the sign of Leo, August 15. Vivian is escorted 




LEFT: MS. BEVERLY COOPER 
Beverly, the daughter of Mrs. Mary L. Haynes, is 
a graduate of Millwood High School in Oklahoma 
City. She was born October 8 in San Diego, Cali-
fornia. She has three sisters. Her hobbies include 
singing, dancing, poetry writing, horseback riding, 
and skating. Included among her future plans are 
getting her master's degree from Florida A. & M . 
and becoming a news reporter on a national net-
work. 
Beverly is very active in school organizations, 
such as the jubilee Singers and the Abstract Danc-
ers. She is on the newspaper staff, public relations 
manager of SGA, and treasurer of the Communica-
tion Club. Ms. Cooper is escorted by Junior Class 
King, Mr. Sherman Grant, who is an LU varsity bas-
ketball player from Savannah, Georgia. 
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MR. & MS. 
LANGSTON 
1978 
MR. TERRELL HARRIS 
AND . 
MS. SHEILA MILLER 
TERRELL HARRIS, 1978 Mr. Langston, was the first 
" Mr. Langston." He is 22 years old, a Guthrie na-
tive, and a 1978 graduate of Langston University. 
Terrell majored in broadcast journalism and 
minored in theatre arts. He is the son of Mr. & Mrs. 
John Harris. At KALU, Harris performed almost ev-
ery function possible. In addition, he was editor of 
the Gazette and was active with the Dust Bowl 
Players. 
His activities included membership in the Student 
Government Association and Alpha Phi Alpha Fra-
ternity, Inc. 
Terrell is presently employed at KTUL, Tulsa. 
SHEILA RUNAE MILLER, 1978 Ms. Langston, was 
born on September 8, 1957 in Oklahoma City. She 
is the daughter of Mr. Bernell Miller and Mrs. Mary 
Neal, and is a graduate of Northeast High School in 
OK C. 
Sheila, a 1978 graduate of Langston University, 
majored in Corrections and was very active in var-
ious organizations such as Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority, Inc., Concert Choir, and Corrections Club. 
She was a member of the National Dean's Honor 
Roll, Who's Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities, and was chosen one of the most outstanding 
young women in Oklahoma. Sheila is presently em-
ployed at Langston University as a counselor in fi-






Cassandra is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver 
Beard of New Orleans, Louisiana. She is a junior 
majoring in Office Management. 
Her leisure time is spent swimming, sewing, 
cooking, dancing, and watching " super" football 
games. Campus activities include NAACP, Freshman 
Orientation Committee, Association of Women 
Students, track team, Fellowship of Christian Ath-
letes, and Pep Club. 
Mr. Perry Pittman, also from New Orleans, is Ms. 
Beard's escort. 
MS. CASSANDRA BEARD 
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Shelia is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don 
Pellum of Chicago, Illinois. She is a senior majoring 
in broadcast journalism. 
During her four years at Langston University, 
Shelia dedicated herself to almost every aspect of 
student leadership and participation. She came up 
through the ranks of the Student Government As-
sociation, having served as member and Activities 
Director. She was a member of the Gazette staff, 
NAACP, and Student Development. 
When Shelia did her internship as a requirement 
in her major, she was given an opportunity to par-
ticipate fully in a prominent Black newspaper. She 
was responsible for the Langston University page 
and a splendid column called " This N' That. " 
She is a skillful! interpretive dancer with additional 
hobbies that include cooking, entertaining, swim-
ming, and creative writing. 
25 
MR. LANGSTON 1979 
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MR. CALVIN DAVIS 
Calvin is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis of 
Spencer, Oklahoma. His majors are Pre-Law and 
Accounting. 
Our Mr. Langston is active in many organizations 
on campus, including Phi Beta Lambda National 
Business Club, Alpha Chi Honor Society, and the 
Dust Bowl Players. He is also president of the Ome-
ga Psi Phi Fraternity and the Senior Class. 
He was recently named as a member of the Na-
tional Board of Directors of NAACP, and he pre-
sides over the LU chapter. A Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities, the analytic Mr. 








MS. JACKIE ALYCE EMERSON 
Jackie, as she is fondly called by her friends, is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Emerson of 
Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
A very outgoing and energetic young woman, 
Jackie is involved in many organizations on campus. 
She is president of the Association of Women Stu-
dents, co-captain of the Varsity Cheerleaders, resi-
dence hall advisor in Young Hall, secretary of Phi 
Beta Lambda, and a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. 
Her hobbies include dancing, reading, meeting 




ABOVE: The electrifying Jimmy Crank of Washington, D.C. has everything under control. Crank was the leading ball carrier for the Lions during the 
homecoming game as well as for the 1979 football season. 
LIONS 
VS. UAPB 
LIONS ROAR AT 
HOMECOMING 
Playing before a packed stadium, the " Mighty 
Lions" of Langston University roared past the 
" Golden Lions" of the University of Arkansas at 
Pine Bluff, 18-7. It was the first victory for first-year 






Everybody's involved and doing it . . . . Things 
are changing at Langston University. Many diverse 
activities keep the campus rolling. Old clubs re-
main; new ones pop up; names change. 
The one constant is that the many clubs, organi-
zations, groups, and independents exist mainly to 
provide students with a social sphere, a chance for 
involvement in university activities. 
The purpose of all activities will not change. 






The Langston University students who were nomi-
nated for Who's Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities, 1979, are to be congratulated. These students are 
scholars, leaders, and all-around students in the depart-
ments they represent. They are some of the most out-
standing students attending Langston University. 
We are watching these students, and we are confi-
dent that they will become renown scholars in their re-
spective disciplines, responsible community leaders, and 
generally, outstanding alumni nationally and internation-
ally. 
an An1 ta Mosley 
Accounting 
Langston 
Ceol E. McCurdy 
Broadcast Journalism 
Oklahoma City 









Joyce Elaine Davis 
HPER 
Maybee, Michigan 
Gwynell E. Patterson 
Bu 1ness Education 
Tulsa 










Carmeletta Ramona Payne 
Bus1ness Admini tration 
Choctaw 











Ella L. Vick 
English 
Langston 









Lawrence Evret Atchison 
Theatre Art 
Eufaula 




Sharon Elaine Burch 
Vocational Home Economics 
Langston 
Clark D. Chandler 
History 
Guthrie 






''BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE'' 
"THE ME NOBODY KNOWS" 
The Dust Bowl Players at Langston 
University have a tradition of excellence 
in the theatre . They became very well 
known during the late 40's and SO's un-
der the direction of the late Melvin B. 
Tolson. 
The most recent plays performed by 
the Dust Bowlers are "Biacula," "The 
Me Nobody Knows," and "Butterflies 
Are Free." Under the direction of Larry 
" Monty" Prock and janet Hollier, these 
plays received outstanding reviews at 





ABOVE. The Emery Shaw Voices of Pra1 e fulfill the spiritual needs of faculty, staff. 
~tudents. and community w1th their gospel sing1ng BOTTOM LEFT: Two members 
of the Abstract Dancers gracefully perform during the Langston University Family 
Chnstmas Dinner. BOTTOM RIGHT: Langston Mayor Theotis Green and Coyle bu i-
nessman. F E. McAnally discuss community issues with L.U. president, Ernest 
Holloway; SGA president, Marion Reed; and Cecil McCurdy. 
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ABOVE· Dr. Mary Francis Berry enjoys a laugh w ith Gregory Robinson of the LU Urban Center (Tulsa) and Ms. Gladys Johnson Daryl Erby 
rece1ves instructions from Dr. Joy Flasch about additional photographs. 
DR. MARY FRANCIS BERRY, 
Assistant Secretary of Education 
in the Department of Health, 
Education , and Welfare , was 
guest speaker for Langston Uni-
versity's formal opening assem-
bly, September 19, 1979. Prior 
to her appointment to this posi-
tion in 1977, Dr. Berry, a native 
of Nashville, Tennessee, served 
as Chancellor of the University 
of Colorado at Boulder. Her ap-
pearance at Langston University 
is representative of her concern 
for historically Black colleges and 
their importance to higher edu-
cation . 
RIGHT: Dr. Ernest Holloway 
talks with David Stanford, host 
of KRMG's {Tulsa) "Night Line." 
Stanford sparked very lively dis-
cussion and debate when he 
talked to News Writing I and Ra-
dio and Television classes con-
cerning radio's responsibility to 
the public, whether it should 
serve individual members of the 
listening public or the statistical 
" gavel of judgement" of the rat-
ings. He urged students to be-
come experts in using the English 
language to become 
" wordsmiths" in order to effec-
tively communicate with the lis-
teners . 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Representa-
tives who make up the Langston 
University Public Relations Advi-
sory Board plan strategy for im-
proving the public image of the 
school. Mr . Ernie Schultz of 
KWTV is chairman of the board. 
LEFT· Mr Deon Anderson poses w1th a 
few of his paintings during a recent art 
show in the Hale Student Un1on. Mr An-
derson is D1rector of Graph1c Arts at L.U 
ABOVE: Career Day activities offer students an opportunity to meet with representatives from government, business, and industry to 
discuss career goals. Henry Clemons questions a representative from the federal government. 
President Holloway congratulates the 1979-80 officers of the Langston University Parents Organization The officers are Mrs Lillie 




RIGHT: Renee Patterson, Assistant Director of 
Public Information and Communications Specialist 
for the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation 
of New York City, served as visiting professor at 
Langston University in the Communication Depart-
ment. Her visit was sponsored by the National Ur-
ban League's Black Executive Exchange Program 
(BEEP). 
BELOW: Dionne Bennett gets national news 
commentator, Edwin P. Newman, to autograph her 
copy of his book, Strictly Speaking. Adolph Brown, 
John McKean, and Dionne attended Mr. Newman's 
lectures at Oklahoma Christian College , 





MR. Joseph Brown and Dr. Lemuel Berry unveil the portrait of ,\1\r Amelia R. Taylor. The " little theatre' was 
renamed the " Amelia R. Taylor Theatre" in her honor. Mrs. Taylor taught music for years at Langston Univer-
sity and i still a very staun h supporter of the Music Department. 
45 
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Beverly Cooper, a junior broadcast journalism major, sings to Dr. Ernest L. 
Holloway at a pecial assembly in his honor after he wa named the four-
te nth pre ident of Langston University. 
A family member inspects the casket of Dr. I. W . Young. Dr. Young, an 
early president of Langston University, was buried on Langston's campus, 
but this year his body was exhumed and moved to the family plot. 
Earl Scarborough autographs his paintings for stu-
dents at a reception during Homecoming, 79 
Scarborough, a Langston graduate, is nationally 
known for his art. 
The Langston University Family enjoys lunch in Breaux Hall to celebrate the realization that a united family can change a badly-damaged dormitory 
into a beautiful "home." 
These young fellows seem to be enjoying the fishing at Kappa 
Pond, but their catch seems to be nil. Have patience! Kappa 
Pond is being drained, cleaned a'1d will be restocked. Fishing 
w1ll be great next summer! 
Langston University is seeing quite a bit of re-
modeling this year - Harrison Library, sec-
tions of Page Hall, SEA / CR-University of 
Men, and the auditorium, to name a few 
places. 
Dr Holloway makes a presentation at the All Sports Banquet to professional football 
player, Kenneth Payne, a Langston graduate. 
47 
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The memb rs of Esther Chapter o . 19 of Eastern Star honor Mrs. Mary Toney (seated) on her 98th birthday. From LEFT TO RIGHT are 
W . T. Thomas, Lula Brown, Canary Trotter, Zelia Patterson, Lula Cotton, Elesta Jones, Agnes Thomas, Ella Morgan, Martha Brown, Linda 
Whitlow Williams, and Audrey M . Prewitt. 
ORANGE & BLUE 
REVIEW 
LEFT: REPRESENTATIVE A. VISANIO JOHNSON 
speaks in a special assembly sponsored by Beta 
Kappa Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
He spoke on the subject, " What Are You Doing 
With What You Got? " After elaborating on the tri-
als and tribulations endured by Blacks throughout 
history, he warned students against using dope and 
admonished them to keep abreast of what is going 
on in the world by reading newspapers, listening to 
the news, reading goc -t books, and doing the best 
possible job they could do upon graduation . 
BELOW LEFT: These 5tudents relax as they await 
their turn to make their contribution to a worthy 
cause - the Red Cross Bloodmobile. This project is 
sponsored semi-annually by the Langston Lions 
Club. The total number of units collected for the 
fall , 1979, visit far exceeded the quota, and the 
Lions expect an encore for the spring. Dr. Keith 
Hawxby is Lions Club president. 
BELOW: Students " dance to the beat" in front of 
the William H. Hale Student Union and at poolside 































The Pan Hellenic Council is an organization com-
posed of all the Greek letter organizations at 
Langston University. Its purpose is to govern and 
coordinate inter-Greek activities. The Pan Hellenic 
Council , which is national in scope, definitely repre-
sents the idea behind the University's theme, 
" Strength Through Unity. " All the presidents - lo-
cal, state, and national - of the fraternities and so-
rorities strongly advocate unity among Greeks. 
Pan Hellenic Council officers, 1979-80, are James 
W . Simpson, president; Anthony Hill, vice presi-
dent; Denise Baccus, secretary; Jimmy Hilland, trea-
surer; Denise Lewis, corresponding secretary; Julia 
Harmon, chaplain; Vernita Harrison, parliamentar-
ian; and Ernest Holloway, Jr ., sargeant-at-arms. 
SIGMA GAMMA RHO 
SORORITY, INC. 
Ms. Julia Harmon and escort. 
Faculty Advisor 
Mr . Thelma Arterberry 
IOTA CHAPTER 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. was organized 
at Butler University in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1922. 
The state of Indiana incorporated the sorority un-
der its laws in 1929. 
The sorority has grown throughout the United 
States and represents more than 25,000 members 
in more than 225 alumnae and undergraduate 
chapters, including Africa and Bermuda. 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority is dedicated to the 
encouragement and promotion of high scholastic 
attainment, community service, and improvement 
of the quality of life in this society. Its slogan, 
" Greater Service, Greater Progress," serves as a 




ALPHA ZETA CHAPTER. 1979-80. FRONT ROW (left to right) : Vernita Harrison, Anita Eriv1n, Gwynell Patterson, an Mosley, Lill1an 
Benefee, juanita Goff (co-advisor), and Cheryl Legette . BACK ROW: Cheryl Moore, Shaundra Wright, Trisha Wh1te, Vick1e Ryan, 
Elaine Faucett, Lisa cott, Wanda Sango, Zelma Scott, Rita Williams, Lula Gladney, Kathy Marshll, and Edna Hardison ot shown are 
jackie Emerson and Loretta Franks. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
SORORITY, INC. 
ALPHA ZETA CHAPTER 
IVY LEAF PLEDGE CLUB - 1979 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. was founded in 
1908 on the Howard University campus in Wash-
ington, D.C. Being the first of predominantly Black 
sororities, Alpha Kappa Alpha strives to the utmost 
to promote and render service to all mankind. 
Their sponsorship of many projects is evidence of 
this noble goal. Alpha Zeta Chapter was founded in 
1939. 
Alpha Zeta Chapter officers are Lillian Benefee, 
Basileus; Kathy Marshall, 1st Anti-Basileus; Trisha 
White , 2nd Anti-Basileus ; Cheryl Moore , 
Grammateus; Loretta Franks, Anti-Grammateus; 
Zelma Scott, T amiouchos; Vicki Ryan, Epistoleus; 
Jacquelyn Greene, Hodegos; Jackie Emerson , 
Philackter; and Shaundra Wright, Dean of Pledgees. 
Dr. Wessylyne Simpson is the advisor. 
IVY LEAF PLEDGE CLUB - 1978 
55 
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC. 
SEATED (left to right) : Henry Clemons, Ernest Holloway, Jr ., and Doyle Moore. STANDING: Michael 
Maloy, Gerd Kelso, Carlos King, Anthony Butler, William Reynolds, Romeo Alford, Jr ., Lovell Leverette, 
M ichael Brackeen, Philip Anderson, and Arthur Houston. 
BETA KAPPA CHAPTER 
SPHINX QUEEN ' 79 
M MELA IE SIMP 0 
"SAUCE" 
ALPHA ROYALTY 
Ml BETA KAPPA - Barbara Carney 
PHINX QUEEN - Melanie Simpson 
MISS BLACK / GOLD - Alfreda Christian 
MR. LANGSTON -78 
BRO. TERREL HARRIS 
AT THE WELL 
ALPHA AWARD TO 
BRO. "SPIKE" ASHLEY 
SPHINXMEN '79 BRO. HOLLOWAY 
ON "THE JOB" 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
was founded December 4, 1906 
at Cornell University by seven 
young, energetic men. The Beta 
Kappa Chapter was chartered at 
Langston University, March 12, 
1932 by fourteen young men. 
The Alphas are the first of all 
Black Greeks. 
1979-80 OFFICERS are Ernest 
Holloway, Jr ., president; James 
W . Simpson , vice president ; 
Donald Colbert, rec I corr . sec-
retary ; Lovell Leverette , 
sargeant-at-arms; Doyle Moore, 
dean of pledges / historian; and 
Hyrice Tom lin, advisor . 
"UNITY" 
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DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, 
INC. 
BET A UPSILON CHAPTER 
BET A UPSILON CHAPTER, 1979-80. FRONT ROW (left to right) : Marie Tryon, Shirley Russ, and Karen Ford. BACK ROW: Deloris Barrett, 
Francene Cravett, Henri Frazier, Karen McCarroll, Valerie Wilson, Yvonne Terrell , Michellene Tipton, Carol Douglas, Rosland Bowie, Rendi 
Swift, and heila Neal. Not pictured are Jackie Wilson, Denise Baccus, Geradine Porter, Annette Burleigh, Cassandra Beard, and Irma Ma-
lone. 
DELTAS AT HOMECOMING '79 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. was founded in 1913 
at Howard University by twenty-two college women 
who demonstrated a vital concern for social welfare, 
academic excellence, and cultural enrichment. Beta 
Upsilon Chapter was chartered at Langston University 
on January 8, 1939. The officers of Beta Upsilon are 
Shirley Russ, president; Marie Tryon, 1st vice president; 
Jackie Wilson 2nd vice president; Karen Ford, secretary; 
Geraldine Porter, treasurer; Annette Burleigh, corre-
sponding secretary; Denise Baccus, sargeant-at-arms; 
and Marie Tryon, dean of pledgees. Mrs. Barbara 
Nivens is graduate advisor. 
"THIRTEEN SPARKS OF JOY" 1979 
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ALPHA PI CHAPTER, 1979-80. FRO T ROW (left to right): Jimmy Hilliard and Anthony Hill. BACK ROW: Michael Swanegan, Mallie Lawrence, Gary 
Armstead, Roger Carter, Cassell Lawson, Ted Norman, and Elroy Allen . Not Pictured are Jesse Higgins, Arnold Burleigh, and Byron Diggs. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, INC. 
ALPHA PI CHAPTER 
" Mr Lang ton" Contestant 
Bro )lmmy Hill1ard 
" Miss Kappa Alpha Psi" 
Dawn K1ng 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. was founded january 5, 1911 
at Indiana University. Kappa Alpha Psi is the only Greek frater-
nity with its Alpha chapter chartered on Indiana's campus. 
Kappa Alpha Psi was founded on Christian principles with 
the fundamental purpose being achievement. The fraternity 
theme is "Training for Leadership." Alpha Pi Chapter was char-
tered October 28, 1933 at Langston University. 
The officers for 1979-80 are *Anthony B. Hill, Polemarch; 
*James W. Hilliard, Jr., Vice Polemarch and Keeper of Records; 
Arnold G. Burleigh, Keeper of Exchequer; Gary L. Armstead, 
Strategus; Ted Norman, Lt. Strategus; Cassell Lawson, Historian 
and Dean of Pledgees, *Mr. Booker Morgan is sponsor. *Life 
Member. 
Scroller Queen 
Ms. Astra Jackson 
" Miss Phi u Pi" 
Ms. Cassandra Lawson 
Anthony - deep in thought. 
" Miss Kappa Alpha Psi Kourt " 
Ms. Carole Woodkins 
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ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. 
LAMBDA ALPHA CHAPTER 
LAMBDA ALPHA CHAPTER, 1979-80. FRONT ROW (left to right) : Denise Lewis and Marion Reed . BACK ROW: Bernice Taft, Laquetta 
Howard, and Cynthis Marigny. 
" Miss Lambda Alpha" 
oror D. Simpson 
" Miss ophomore, 1979" 
Soror Laqueta Howard 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was founded January 16, 
1920 at Howard University. Lambda Alpha chapter was 
founded on December 2, 1937. 
The officers for 1979-80 are Marion Reed, president; 
Denise Lewis, vice president; Bernice Taft, secretary; Cyn-
thia Marigny, treasurer; Betty Williams, reporter; and 
Laquetta Howard and Gertie Griffin, Pan Hellenic represen-
tatives. Mrs. Mae Dean Wyatt and Mrs. Helen Bolton are 
graduate advisors. 
" Miss Ebony in Blue" 1979 
Beverly Cooper 
GA President 
oror Manon Reed 
M1s Langston Contestant 
or or Bernice Taft 
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OMEGA PSI PHI 
FRATERNITY, INC. 
PHI PSI CHAPTER 
PHI PSI CHAPTER, 1979-80. FRONT ROW (left to right) : Calvin Davis. BACK ROW: Tony Curtis, Michael Storr, Darryl 
Butler, Dwight Alexis, and Larry Timmons. 
Omega Stepdown 
Phi Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 
was founded at Langston University in 1933. The 
fraternity was founded November 17, 1911 at 
Howard University by Brothers Ernest E. just, Edgar 
A. Love, Frank Coleman, and Oscar j . Cooper. 
Calvin Davis, the basileus of Phi Psi Chapter, 
shows strong leadership, not only in the fraternity 
but also in other areas as well . Other officers are 
Michael Storr, Keeper of Finances; Larry Timmons, 
Keeper of Records and Seals; and Tony Curtis, 
Chaplain. The graduate advisor is Dr. Walter jones. 
Bros . Timmons and Pittman 
" Pump Iron" 
" Mr Langston" 1979 
Bro. Calvin Davis 
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PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY, INC. 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. was founded janu-
ary 9, 1914 by Langston Taylor, Leonard F. Morse, 
and Charles I. Brown at Howard University. The 
fraternity stands for education, brotherhood, and 
service. The motto is "Culture for Service and Ser-
vice for Humanity." The local chapter is Beta 
Epsilon. The officers are Marcus Clarke, president; 
Danny Edgecombe, vice president; Phil Smith, sec-
retary; john Beverly, public relations. Members are 
Chris McAdoo, Eugene Blackwell, Larry Moore, 
Leonard T omilson, Ralph Squire, Michael Brewer, 
james Runnells, Kamaru Keshiro, Reuben Tindal, 
Louis Hall, Kevin Lee, joe Ellis, Billy Maples, Doug 
Hill, Harold Young, Adebola Adekoya, and Kamal 
lkotun. 
"MS. PHI BET A IGMA" 
"PRES" 
IF UNIQUE IS WHAT YOU SEEK 
TRY GREEK! 
If you want to go beyond the daily social life of a college campus, 
have fun and learn what true brotherhood and sisterhood are all 
about, try the Greek life by joining a fraternity or sorority. There are 
eight rlifferent fraternities and sororities on the LU campus. Each one is 
different in its own right, yet they ALL HAVE THE SAME PURPOSE -
Striving for academic excellence, brotherly and sisterly love, and ser-
vice to all mankind. 
Fraternities 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Omega Psi Phi 
Sororities 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Zeta Phi Beta 




STA DING (left to right) : Anthony Hill, Patrick Cudjoe, Remy Campbell, Elizabeth jones, Willie Reaves, Cassandra Lawson, and Michael Robinson . SEAT-




STANDI G (left to right): Calvin Davis, Artonza Mitchell, and Michael Clark. SEA TED: Carlos Woods, Antonia Jennings 
(President); and Carl Stevens. 
RECRUITMENT 
CLUB 
RECRUITMENT CLUB, 1979-80. FRONT ROW (left to right): Advi-
sors Willie Lawrence and Hyrice Tomlin. BACK ROW· Harlan 
Ballard, Elizabeth Jones, and jimmy Hilliard. 
ART CLUB 
ART CLUB, 1979-80. FRO T ROW (left to right) : Ms. 
Juanita Cotton (advisor), Shirley Russ and Lancelot 
Edward , BACK ROW: Harvey Mart1n, Curt1ss Harris, 




ABSTRACT DA CERS, 1979-80. FRO T ROW (left to right) . Dennis 
Davis, Kathy Bullock, Ted Oulds, Carla Miller, Beverly Cooper, and 
Clyde Maxwell (president). BACK ROW: Paul Fields, LaTonya 
Dillahunty, Arthur Houston. Sheila Miller, Advisor 
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KAPPA KAPPA PSI BAND FRATERNITY 
SEATED· George Smith, president. STANDING (left to right) : Willie Brown, Levi Tomlin, Billy Banks, Stanley Gladney, Roderick McGary, Adolph Brown, 













ELEMENTARY EDUCATION CLUB 
TANDI G (left to right): Deveta Anderson, Karen Ford, Terri Tharp, Arthur Houston, Ethel Pnce, Danny Edgecombe, Dr. Alta 
Watson (advisor), and Mrs. Martha Brown, (advisor). SEATED: Karen Young, Greta Lee, and Cutitious Saul (president). 
CALIFORNIA CLUB 
FRO T ROW (left to right): Melvin Johnson, Carole Woodkins, Rita Williams, M allory W right, Le Richardson, Z lma 
Scott, and Keith Foster BACK ROW· Raymond Gray, Marva Mayes, Anthony Butler, Norman Marignay, Pamela 
Sanders, Lovell Leverette, Ela1ne Faucett, and Willie Holland 
ENGLISH CLUB 
E GUSH CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY (Standing, left to right): Mrs. Sherri Williams, Miss Cathy Marshall, Mrs. Betty Williams, Mr. Harry Menig, 
Mrs. 0. L. Toliver, Mr. Veichal Evans, Dr . L. C. Latimer, Dr. E. B. Welch (chairperson), Mr. athan1el Andrews, Mrs. Helga Frenk, and Mr. Ali 
Musa. Seated are Miss Portia M Gantha and Mrs. Loretta Franks. 
AFRICAN STUDENT UNION 
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CHEERLEADERS 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Yvonne Terrel, Barbara Moore, Arthur Houston, janice Parker, and Jackie Emerson. Not Pictured is Terri Gray. 
COMMUNICATION 
CLUB 
FRO T ROW: Jonathan Turner. MIDDLE ROW (left to 
nght) Dionne Bennett, Elizabeth jones, and Beverly 
Cooper. BACK ROW: Jimmie Foster, Greg McCarroll, 
Jerry jenkins, Willie Reaves, Anthony Fields, Marc 
Terameau, and Phil Smith (president). 
D.C. METRO CLUB 
FRONT ROW: Michael Strong, Tina Givens, Sherry Warren, and Marc Terameau. MIDDLE ROW: Robert Johnson, April Yarbourogh, jimmy 
Crank, and Debbie Dawkins. BACK ROW: Bonita Price, Tracy Murray, Shirley Ellis, Kenneth Thomas, Chris McAdoo, Darryl Erby, Debra 
Thompson, juan Gilbert, Angela Pertilla, Alfonzo Brown, and Carol Ford. 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
FRONT ROW (left to right) : Timothy Morgan and Luella Randolph. BACK ROW: Dianne Jackson, Cynthia Marigny, Rosie Marie Tryon, 
R1ta Williams, julia Harmon, and hirley Lane. 
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MOTOR CITY ASSOCIATION 
MEN OF THE MOTOR CITY 
K EELI G: Brian McAfee. FRONT ROW: John Corner, Francisco Vega , Concel Lawson, Tim McRath, Terry 
Adams SECO D ROW: Joe Rodgers, Terrance Aikens, Tim Dortch, Lester Sherman, Mark Collins, jimmy 
Costen, Henry Shavers, and Ronald Moncrief. BACK ROW: Richard Hughes, Maurice Gardner, Robert 
Wilson, Melvin Logan, Larry Smith, and Michael Robinson. 
WOMEN OF THE MOTOR CITY 
BACK ROW (left to right) . Terrian Gray, Lynnda Moore, Lin-
da Reynolds, and Marie Moore. Seated: Mrs. Josephine Pe-
ters. 
" MISS MOTOR CITY" 
MS. TERRIE GRAY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
SEA TED : Linda Reyno lds, secretary ; Lynnda 
Moore, vice president; Terrance Aikens, public 
relat1ons; Henry Shavers, treasurer; Tim Dortch, 
president; john Corners, sargeant-of-arms. Advi-
sor is Mrs. josephine Peters. 
The Motor City Association 
consists of all students from the 
state of Michigan who attend 
Langston University . The club 
was established in the spring of 
1978 with 13 members, and 
now it consists of 21 men and 5 
women. The purpose of the 
Motor City Club is to achieve 
unity and academic excellence, 
to develop leadership among 
Michigan students, and to en-
courage comraderie among stu-
dents at Langston University. 
KAPPA DELTA 
PI 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Gwynell Patterson, Mrs. Vera Powell, 
Mrs. Josephine Peters, Dr. Mamie Slothower, Dr. Alta 
Watson, Dr. Wessylyne impson, Kathy Marshall, Dr. 





FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Phil mith, ews Director; Jimmie Fos-
ter, Disc Jockey; Doyle Moore, Assi tant tation Manager; 
Gregory McCarroll, Di c Jockey; George mith, Program Direc-
tor; and Ernest Holloway, Jr ., Chief Announcer. ot pictured 
are Anthony Fields; John McKean, Engineer; and Mr. Lester 






AN END TO A BEGINNING 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY HAS RELEASED AN-
OTHER TWO CLASSES INTO THE WORLD: SOME 
TO SUCCEED, AND MAYBE SOME TO FAIL, BUT 
ALL HAVING ACHIEVED A MAJOR GOAL. 
Hassan Ali 
Agri . Eco. 




















Thelma Ch1ch ter 
Elem Education 























Chnstopher L. Cudjoe 
History 
Oklahoma City 




































Thelma Chichester, a 1979 senior from Washington, D.C. , is an Ele-
mentary Education major. Thelma was very active in many campus or-
ganizations, which included her being president of Student Govern-
ment Association for the 1978-79 school year. 
A truly well-rounded student, Thelma graduated Summa Cum 
Laude. Her enthusiasm for Langston University was evident in many 
ways, with the most outstanding being the number of freshman stu-
dents from our nation's capitol who say they are attending Langston 



















Bus . Adm 
Oklahoma City 
Lucita Mitchell 












Industrial Ed . 
Oklahoma City 









ABOVE: The Senior Men of Alpha Phi Alpha, Beta Kappa Chap-
ter, sent six hard-working young men out 1nto the field of Busi-
ness and journalism They are: James Simpson stands firm to 
take over when his Brothers leave. Pictured left to right -
standing, Terrell Harris, George Reynolds, James Simpson, Mi-
chael Richardson, Dale elson, Melvin Latham and seated is 
Cecil McCurdy. 
The 1979 Senior Men of the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity take 
the1r last pose as undergraduate with advisor, Booker T. 
Morgan Pictured from left to right are: Jessie McGaffie, 
Lance Cudjoe, Abner Williams, Advisor Booker, T Morgan, 



















































































































































Pre-Professional S i. 
Anadarko 
Gwendolyn Dennard 
Elem Edu ation 
Guthne 












George Smith, an outstanding drummer in the 
Langston University Marching Band, is a broadcast 
journalism major from Belzoni, MS. He has been in 
the band for four years and is presently the leader 
of the percussion section. George plans to pursue a 







James H1lliard, Jr 





















Ft. Worth, TX 
',udonna lone 




Wa h1ngton Jones 












































































Washington, D .C. 
Wanda Sango 





































EQUIPPING TO REACH THE WORLD 
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)uamta Alexander athan1el Andrews Felix Braggs Darryl Butler Barbara Carney 
Victor Chamberlain Alfreda Christian Beverly Cooper Joseph Davis Vane a Doe 
Elmer Gabriel Cothea Gibbs Sherman Grant Ernest Holloway, Jr. Norbert Johnson 
Na er Khoozanj Deborah King Mallie Lawrence Cassell Lawson Daryl McDaniel 
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Lynda Moore hamisdeen Olumide 
A Phi Beta Sigma man, PHIL SMITH 
(standing far right) is one of the most 
outstanping students at Langston Uni-
versity. He is a junior broadcast journal-
ism major from Nassau, Bahamas. Phil's 
many activities include radio announcer 
of KALU and president of the Commu-
nication Club. He is also editor of the 
1979-80 LION. 
Lu ious Patrick Lawrence Moore Carolyn Penn 
RIGHT: Michellene Tipton, a junior from Oklahoma City, 
is a broadcast journalism major and is on the staff of the 
1979-80 LION. A lady of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Inc., Michellene is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Tipton. 
BELOW: Ms. Elementary Education, Miss Terri Tharp, is a 
junior from Beggs, OK. She enjoys molding the learning 
experiences of small children and plans to get more in-
volved this coming year. Miss Tharp is escorted at the 
1979 Coronation Ball by Mr. Daniel Edgecomb, a senior 
from Nassau, Bahamas. 
Maurice Purvi Al1 Rezvan Pamela m1th Phil Sm1th M1chael wanegan 
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Tern Tharp h1rley Walker 
UPPER RIGHT: Ernest Holloway, Jr. , a 
broadcast journalism major from 
langston, poses just before donating 
blood for the Red Cross Blood Drive. 
He aspires to be a national sports 
commentator and is well on his way 
to reaching this goal as he is the main 
play-by-play announcer for football 
and basketball games over KALU. Er-
nest is also Co-editor for the 1979-80 
LION. 
FAR BOTTOM RIGHT : Ramona 
Green is a multi-talented junior from 
Muskogee. Even though she is an ac-
complished singer and twirler, Ramo-
na plans to make a career of broad-
cast journalism. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Shaundra Wright 
smiles beautifully during the 1979 
homecoming parade as " Ms. Ivy" of 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
Shaundra, from Langston, is a health, 
physical education and recreation 
major. 
Renae Wh1tehorn )anetta Williams Carlos Woods 
SOPHOMORES UNITY 
ONENESS; THE STATE OF BEING ONE OR UNITED; SOMETHING COMPLETE IN ITSELF; THE QUAL-
ITY OF BEING ONE IN SPIRIT, SENTIMENT, OR PURPOSE. 
WE BELIEVE THERE IS STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY. 
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Lynda Bowen Sherla Boyd Vint Barney David Brrtt Adolph Brown 




Jimm1e Crank Donna Crisp William Darkis Timothy Dortch Ivy Edwards 
James Epps 
Jonathan Eriv1n 
Duane E an 
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Paul Ftelds Carol Ford Carla Garrison Stanley Gladney 
2nd PLACE FLOAT - under the able direction of David Stephens, 
Carlos King, Cynthia Marigny, and Michael Brackeen (president, vice 
president, secretary, and treasurer, respectively), the sophomores 




M elvin John on 






Marvin McGill he1ha eal Ted Norman Stanley Orange Cletha Payne 
Ethel Pnce K1m Reed T1mothy Reese Pamela anders Pamela Scogg1ns 
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Barry Sm1th Dav1d Stephens Marc Terameau Jonathan Turner 
Brenda Wall Dernck Williams 




ls1aka Akinpely Enc F. Austin Harlan Ballard Lamar F Banks Michael Bingham 
Karen Blanchard 
andra Bonner Raymond Broom 
)immie ). Brown 
Willie L. Brown 
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Cathy Bulock Roy Caddell Alfon o Carter June Chile Anthony Clark 
William Cooper 




Johnny Deal An1ta Diggs Kenneth Doolin Rod Douglas kathy Edwards 
Lonn1e Eubanks 
Mana Fields Edward J Foster Olalekan Gafari 
Maunce Gardner 
R1chard Gordon Larry Green Abdulrahman Has an Dougla H mphill alter Ma H1n on 
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Ida jackson Byron Jett 
Michael Johnson 
Robert D. Johnson 












Denm Mo ley 
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Yolanda eal Olusegun ldowu 
Abdi Omar Ruben Parker 
---
Angela Pertilla rystal K. Poche 
Roderick Price Rhonda Purvey 
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Cordell Reese Mike Robb Eva Scott Genevieve Scott Anthony Seymour 
Adbirahmar Sheikh 
Emmitt Stevenson 
)ama M . Steveson Bonnie Thomas Gail Thomas Gary Thomas Gregory Thomas 
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Avts Turner 
Mengstab Tzegai Sonja K. Walker 
Larry Wesley Debra Wheeler 
Floyd Wiley Albert L Williams 
11 4 
Milton Williams Willie Williams Carla Wilson Rayfield Wyatt 
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1979 URBAN CENTER STUDEN1·s 
The bond of unity was strengthened when the 
Langston University Urban Center opened in Tulsa 
in January, 1979. The University accepted the chal-
1 ( ~&slon 
lJJJ\( 'llh 
lenge for a new and innovative thrust rn higher 
education for the state of Oklahoma. 
A Adebayo Rita Andrews Jacqueline Banks D D Barbera 
Marilyn Berry J. Bilyeu D . Dorneii-Binford Pennette Birmingham 
Melton Brooks Jerry Bryan Mary Cacy Katherine Carlson 
Louise Clark Michael Conley Loreice Cooper Katherine Corey 
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Barbara Cubitt Brenda Davidson Flynn Dockery Luann Donelson 
Andy Dobbs, Jr. Prince Eastman Harold Ferguson Ruth Gaines 
R. Garces Ruby Carder Marilee Harris Beatrice Henderson 
Travid Henderson Rita Henze Alfred Hicks AI johnson 
C. Johnson R1cherd Kilmer Mary Ann Langenheim K Laughlin 
Becky Lawmaster R. Lawmaster Paul McCulloch Robin McCiatchery 
Linda Moody Elmer Moran Joyce Ngundam 
Parkson Ogunlana Gary Pagley Vernon Payton Gail Peterson 
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Betty Powell B. Pullin Barbara Rake Norman Randolph 
I 
R. Ringer Bruce Safreed L. Keith Schonberner Dan Sherwood 
Joyce mith Larry Sorrels Jenn1e Steele Dianna Tate 




LANGSTON LIONS OF '79-80 




Soph. Wide Receiver 
ew Orleans 
Kenny Riggins 















































Jr. Strong Salty 
Memphi , Tenn . 
Gerald Osborne 




Washington, D .C. 
Perry Pittman 







Langston Lions say "Check Us Out in '80-81 ." 
Carvis Davis 
Fr. Wide receiver 
Dallas, Tx. 
Doni Barnett 
Fr. Def. back 
Oklahoma City 




oph. running back 
Hartford, Conn. 
Duane Evans 










Del City, Ok. 
Roy McGee 
Jr. Def. back 





Fr. Wide receiver 
Detroit, Mich. 
Albert Joseph 
Fr. Def. back 
Inglewood, Ca . 
Larry Weasley 





Albert Lee Cruse 
Fr. Line backer 
Chicago, Ill. 
Frankie Gonzales 


















Soph. Def. back 
Washingnton, D.C. 
Dennis Mosely 





Tyrone Thomas Ill 
Fr. Def. back 
Dallas, Tx. 
Vint Barney 
Soph. Running back 
New Orleaans 
Tim McRath 









Jr. Def. End 
Oakland, Calif . 
Barry Tisdell 
Fr. Def. back 
Prairie View, Tx. 
Michael Brewer 
















Washington, D .C. 
Lancelot Edwards 






















Washington, D .C. 
Louis Hall 
Sr. Wide receiver 
Washington, D .C. 










Lions celebrate after "TOUCHDOWN" 
Ray Broom 













Lions after another day of hard practice. 
Coach " Big Daddy" and player Isadore get the roster 
ready. 
Louis Hall takes some rest on the sidelines. 
Rico gets warmed up before practice. 
Anthony Majors, No. 61 , does a good job against Arkansas Pine Bluff Howard Madison stares on the side-
lines. 
Lyles makes a good shoe-string tackle against Ar-
kansas. 




Roosevelt "Big Daddy" Nivens Arthur "Bo" McFadden Abner Williams 
Durfey Thompson Bruce "Bulldog" Brown Woodie Daniels 
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1979-80 MEN'S BASKETBALL 





1979-80 LANGSTON UNIVERSITY 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
ROSTER 
NAME CLASS HT. POSITION HOMETOWN 
Michael Swanegan Sr. 6'0" Guard Little Rock, ARK. 
Roy Morrison Sr. 5'10" Guard Cleveland, Ohio 
Floyd Wiley Soph. 6'4" Forward Muskogee, OK 
Kevin Lee So ph. 6'4" Guard-Fd. Los Angeles, CA 
Austin Calhoun Sop h. 6'6" Center Prichard, ALA. 
Oddye Fisher Jr. 6'0" Guard Memphis, Tenn. 
Patrick Cudjoe Fr. 5'9" Guard Oklahoma City, OK 
Maurice Purvis Sop h. 6'5" Center Chicago, Ill. 
Timothy Morgan Soph. · 6'2" Guard Chicago, Ill. 
Kenny Williams Fr. 6'3" Guard Tulsa, OK 
Steven Williams Fr. 6'0" Guard Dallas, TX. 
Gerald Cox Fr. 6'5" Forward Dallas, TX. 
Willie Blanco Fr. 6'5" Forward Dallas, TX. 
Curtis Harris Soph. 6'4" Forward Little Rock, ARK. 
Sherman Grant Jr. 6'4" Guard Savannah, GA. 
CAPTAINS: Roy Morrison and Sherman Grant 
ASSIST ANT COACH: Bill "Overnight" Hill 
HEAD COACH: Ivory Moore, Jr. 
132 
Patridc Cudjoe. fn5h.. 
<A.Iard 




YOUNG • • • 
. . . BUT HUNGRY 
Ronald Moncrief. fn5h.. 
forward 




KenlY Thomas. Soph.. 
forward 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY LADY LIO S 
LHT-TD-RIGHT: Genevieve Scott. Wi!lter Mae Henson. Roberta Bri1t. Mini )ohlson, Melanie Sif1v;on. Myra Powel, )effrie Hooper, Deb-es Gay, 
and Dorrie Thomas.. Not pictured are new player5 Mary Broom and SeWn Wison.. 
COACH ROBERT COLO 
The Langston ladies Basketball T earn, in just four short 
years, has progressed into one of the most outstanding pro-
grams in the state. Under the guidance of Coach Robert J_ 
Colon, who has been the lady Lion coach since their begin-
ning in 1976, the lady lions are now legitimate contenders 
for the national crown. 
Coach Colon is in his fourth year with the lady lions. Co-
lon, who hails fTom Manhattan, New York, received his un-
dergraduate and graduate degrees fTom Central State Uni-
versity in Edmond, OK. His overall record at the time of this 
writing is 69 wins and 29 losses. His star basketball player has 





















NO NAME CLASS HT. 
10 Jeffrie Hooper Senior 5'9" 
12 Genevieve Scott Fresh. 5'8" 
13 Myra Powell Sop h. 5'6" 
14 Melanie Simpson So ph . 6'2" 
15 Wanda Jones Junior 5'9" 
22 Delores Gay Sop h. 5'8" 
24 Mimi Johnson Sop h. 5'6" 
30 Mary Broom Fresh. 5'8" 
31 Bonnie Thomas Fresh. 5'11" 
33 Sevim Wilson Sop h. 6'2" 









Avg. 11 .0 pts 16 rebounds 
LADIES 
HOMETOWN 



















junior College All-American 







DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
The Division of Arts and Sciences is responsible for the first two 
years of college for aD students- their general education. The general 
education program gives students the opportunity to acquire knowl-
edge about several disciplines in the division. A student can then pur-
sue a major leading to a Bachelor of Arts Degree or a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in any of the academic areas within the division. 
These areas are art, broadcast joumalism, EngfiSh, history, sociology, 
theatre arts, theatre arts/speech education, biology, chemistry, and 
mathematics. Dr. William Franks, chairman of the Physical Science De-
partment, is director of the Division of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Wdliam Franks, Div. Chairman 
Division of Am alit Sciences 
Dr. Lemuel Berry, Chairman 
Music 
Dr. John Bourdette 
Soda! Scienre 
Mr. Richard Bradberry 
G.L Harrison l.hary 
Mr. joseph Brown 
Ml5ic 
Dr. JoAnn Clark 
~
Dr. Ada L FISher, Chairperson 
Social Science 
ABOVE: Dr. Joy Flasch portrays the 
fairy godmother during the Orange and 
Blue Revue, a Langston University fam-
ily-follies show sponsored by the 
marching band. The Communication 
Department's rendition of a special ver-
sion of "GndereDa" was a smashing 
success. 
Fr. Flasch, who is chairperson of the 
Communication Department, received 
her undergraduate degree from South-
eastern Oklahoma State University in 
Durant and her master's and doctor's 
degrees from Oklahoma State Universi-
ty 
Mr. Willis Brown 
Social Science 
Ms. Verlene Farmer 
Social Science 




One of the outstanding and internationally 
known personalities who have chosen to be a part 
of Langston University is Dr. Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher .. 
Many students are inspired to struggle and ulti-
mately to succeed because of Dr. Fisher's involve-
ment in the early days of desegregation and in the 
daily happenings of classroom and campus activi-
ties at Langston University today. 
Dr. Fisher is chairperson of the Social Science De-
partment at Langston University, her alma mater. 
She received her master's degree and doctor of 
laws degree from the University of Oklahoma. 
Ms. Helga Frenk 
English and Foreign Languages 
Mr. Edward Helm 
Communicat ion 
Ms. Janet Hollier 
Communication 
Dr. Ethel Johnson 
Biology 
Dr. Maurice Love, Chairman 
Mathematics 
Ms. JoAnn Howard 
Social Science 
Dr. Louise Latimer 
English and Foreign Languages 
Mr. Harry Menig 
English and Foreign Languages 
Dr. W alter jones 
Biology 
Mr. Lester LeSure 
Communication 
Ms. June Mckinney 
Mu ic 
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Mr. Clyde Montgomery 
MM:: 
Mr. WaOace Owens, Chairman 
Art 
Ms. Rosalind Savage 
M..B. Tolson l.iJrary 
Mrs. Ruth Swain has captured the spirit of her 
colleague, Dr. Ada Lois FISher, in her book entitled 
Am Lois: The Sipuel Story. The book, in a very 
personal manner, explains the ordeals Dr. FISher ex-
perienced in her bout to be admitted to the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma School of Law_ 
Mrs. Swain, who received her undergraduate ~ 
gree from Langston University and her master's ~ 
gree from Oklahoma Universtiy, is assistant profes-
sor in the Social Science Department. 
Ms. Ruth Swain 
Social SOence 
Mr. Larry Prock 
~
Dr. Sarah Thomas, Chairperson 
Biology 
Mathematics Department 
Ms. Oletha Toliver 
English and Foreign Languages 
LEFT-TO-RIGHT: Dr. Maurice Love, Mr. Merriman, Mr. Rasheed, and (seated) 
Mr. George. 
Dr. Elwyn Welch, Chairperson 
English and Foreign Languages 
Ms. Elizabeth Kendall 
English and Foreign Languages 
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DIVISION OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
Dr. Willa Combs, Chairperson Mr. Theotis Green 
Technology 
Dr. Raymond Johnson 
Division Director 
Home Economics 
Three departments make up the Division of Ap-
plied Sciences- Agriculture, Home Economics, and 
Technology. The Bachelor of Science Degree is 
awarded for any of five majors within the division. 
These are agriculture, animal science, child devel-
opment, home economics, and industrial technol-
ogy. Associate degrees can be obtained in the fol-
lowing areas : data processing , electronic 
technology, and drafting and design. 
Dr. Raymond Johnson is chairman of the Tech-
nology Department and director of the division. Dr. 
Willa Combs is chairperson of the Department of 
Home Economics, and Mr. Richmond Kinnard 1s 
chairman of the Agriculture Department. 
Mr. Richmond Kinnard, Chairman 
Agriculture 
Mr. Ben jam in Monroe 
Agriculture 
Mr. Rudolph Walker 
Technology 
Mr. In Hai Ro 
Technology 
Ms. Sylvetta Striplin 
Home Economics 
Mr. Jimmie White Ms. Emma Brown 
Home Economics Agriculture 
The Langston University faculty and staff took a 
turn from the ordinary and retreated to Fountain-
head Lodge in Eufaula, Oklahoma, for the fall, 
1979, workshop. The retreat proved stimulating 
and rewarding; more work was accomplished, and 
everyone had a good time. 
Faculty Boards Bus For Retreat. 
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS 
AND MANAGEMENT 
Ms. Almeda Combs Parks is director of the Divi-
sion of Business and Management. Within this divi-
sion, the student has an opportunity to fulfill the 
requirements for a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
either accounting, business administration, or man-
agement. The division also offers two teachers' 
certificate programs- a Bachelor of Science in Edu-
cation in either business education or bookkeeping 
and clerical practice. Associate degrees may be ob-
tained in banking and finance, marketing and mer-
chandising, and mid-management. 
Ms. Parker, who received her undergraduate de-
gree from Langston University, is the longest 
tenured faculty member. 
Ms. Almeda Parker, Div. Chairperson 
Bu iness and Management 
Mr. Delnessahy Atlabachew 
Business and Management 
Dr. JoAnn DeVries 
Business and Management 
Mr. Zemma Heglar 
Business and Management 
/-
Ms. Eloise Hemphill Mr. Debassai Zerom 
Business and M anagement Business and Management 
Faculty group discussion at Fountainhead Lodge 
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DIVISION OF EDUCATION 
The Education and Behavioral Sciences Division is 
composed of various major disciplines: Elementary 
Education; Corrections; Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation; and Special Education. The division 
also offers the professional education course re-
quirements for teacher certification in the other de-
partments in which a bachelor's degree in educa-
tion can be obtained. 
Dr. Elbert jones, who received his doctor's de-
gree from the University of Oklahoma, is the direc-
tor of this division. 
Lt. Steve Bowers 
Corrections 
Dr. Elbert jones 
Division Director 
Ms. Martha Brown 
Education 
AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Ms. Herese Carter, Chairperson 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Two students participated in the two-day faculty 
retreat at Fountainhead Lodge in August, 1979. 
These students were Anthony Hill and Cynthia 
Marigny. 
Anthony, a senior majoring in Corrections, em-
phasized the importance of becoming involved in 
department-sponsored activities as a freshman. 
" This involvement is necessary," Anthony reiterat-
ed, " especially if the student is used to the hustle 
and bustle of big-city life." 
Since Anthony dropped out of school for one 
semester to " make some money," he feels that this 
early involvement is crucial to the retainment of 
students. 
The presentations by these two students were 
very informative and were well received by the 
faculty and staff. 
Dr. Lester Clark 
Education 




Mr. Robert Colon 
Langston Ladies Basketball Coach 
ABOVE: Mr. Robert Colon, head coach of the 
fabulous Langston Ladies basketball team, intro-
duces his team members who were guests at the 
banquet for Langston University's board of regents. 
Colon, who received his bachelor's and master's 
degrees from Central State University, is in his 
fourth year as head coach of the Ladies, and in that 
time, he has had a superior record . He is a dedi-
cated and hard worker, and the Ladies work ex-
tremely hard to make him, their school, and them-
selves winners. The Ladies think he is an excellent 
coach and a real " super" guy. 
M s. Lenora Christian 
Student Teaching Director 
Ms. Jeanette Cook 
Corrections 
Ms. Elva Edwards 
Education 
Mr. Ivory Moore 
Men's Basketball Coach 
Mr. Roosevelt Nivens 
Head Football Coach 
LEFT: Mr. Donald Simmons, presi-
dent of Simmons Royalty Company, 
was the featured speaker for the fac-
ulty retreat at Fountainhead Lodge. 
Mr. Simmons, whose company is in-
volved in the oil industry in Nigeria 
and other countries, challenged the 
faculty and staff at Langston Universi-
ty to get directly involved in the eco-
nomic structure of the United States 
by making financial investments and 
by becoming corporate or individual 
entreprenuers. 
Simms is native of Muskogee, Ok., 
and his father was one of the first 
successful Black businessmen in the 
state. 
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Mr. Albert Schoates 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
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Dr. Mamie Slothower 
Education 
Dr. Wessylyne Simpson 
Education 











The Urban Center is an expansion of 
Langston University where junior and senior 
level courses are offered in selected academic 
disciplines. All programs, curricular offerings, 
class schedules, activities, faculty, staff, and 
students connected with the center are gov-
erned and directed by the policies of Langston 
University. 
The Urban Center attempts to fulfill the spe-
cial urban mission of Langston University which 
is to provide educational opportunities for ur-
ban residents and to train and fully educate 
citizens for living, working and coping with the 
realities of the urban society, problems and ur-
ban life. 
The Urban Center and Tulsa area serve as 
special environments and clinics for teaching, 
learning experiences, resources for direct ur-
ban dialogue and interactions, urban planning 
and research, internships, systematic identifica-
tion and analysis of urban problems: urban 
ecology studies and related urban dynamics 
and phenomena. 
The Urban Center provides career counsel-
ing, placement, community services, and spe-
cial opportunities for adult contact with mu-
nicipal governments, local federal, and state 
agencies, public libraries, professionals and 
practitioners and other urban facilitors in the 
teaching-learning process. Student teachers 
and those doing internships or practicums in 
the business and industry are supervised and 
coordinated by the faculty of the Urban Cen-
ter. 
The Langston University Urban Center re-
presents a new concept in higher education 
for the state of Oklahoma. 
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Gregory Robinson apprises the President 








Dr. Holloway holds a press conference at the Ur-
ban Center 
Mrs. Waldo Jones, II and Mrs. Q. T. Williams of Tulsa Chapter of Links, Inc. present Dr. 
Holloway a check. 
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Mr. Thomas Todd 
Business Manager 
Ms. Loretta Anderson 
Business Office 
Ms. Margie Allen 
Admissions Office 
M r. De on Anderson 
Graphic Arts 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Ms. Thelma Arterberry 
Development Office Ms. Helen Bolton 
Academic Dean's Office 
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Ms. Deborah Bonner 
Business Office 
Mr. Raymond Fortune 
Business Office 
Mr. John Haines 
Business Office 
Ms. Angela Kelso, President's Office 
M s. Beverly Gray 
Business Office 
Ms. Lela Lee, Graphic Arts 
Ms. Edith Maloy 
President 's Office 
Ms. Yvonne Montgomery 
Financial Aid Office 
Ms. Patricia Love 
Business Office 




Ms. Marcia Moore 
President 's Office 
Ms. Sophie Stephens 
Admissions Office 
Ms. Linda Rogers 
Business Office 
Ms. Sandy Wade 
Business Office 
Ms. Alice Wall 
Business Office 
Mr. George Ware 
Business Office 
Ms.Linda Williams 
Title Ill Office 
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STAFF-SERVICES TO STUDENTS 
Ms. Carman Bennett 
Special Services 
G.L. Harrison Library Staff. 
Dr. F.W . Cook 
University Physician 
Mr. Charles Brookins 
G.l. Harrison Library 
Mr. Orville Cornelius 
Chief of Campus Security 
Ms. Denise Echols 
Special Services 
Langston University Child Development Center 
Ms. A.M. Glascow 
Young Hall Supervisor 
Ms. juanita Goff 
High chool & College Relations 
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Ms. Cathy Harrison 
pecial Services 
Ms. Gladys johnson 
Communication Department 
Mr. Willie Lawrence 
High School & College Relations 
Ms. Debbie Holt, Office of Student Affairs 
L.U. Snack Bar Staff 
Dr. Roosevelt Mack 
Talent Search Director 
Ms. Rachael Mast 
G.L. Harrison Library 
Ms. Ella Morgan 
G.L. Harrison Library 
Dr. Dennis Mclaughlin 
High School & College Relations 
Mr. John McKean 
KALU Engineer 
Career Development/Cooperative Education 
Ms. Josephine Peters 
Student Union Director 




Mr. James Pettus 
Special Services 
Willie Lawrence encourages students to attend college. 
Mr. Hyrice Tom lin M s. Katherine Wilson 
High School & College Relations Career Development 
Dr. Mack and Dr. Mclaughlin relax at faculty retreat breakfast. 
STAFF PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES 
Bob Reynolds, Physical Plant Director 
FRONT ROW: Lorrain Spangler, Renni Swift, Inman Rouce, and James 
Starr. MIDDLE ROW: Willie Williams, Peggy Wallace, and orma Wal-
lace. BACK ROW: Bennie Roberts, Chris Feitz, David Pettie, Peter 
Piotrow, and Larry Thomas. 
LEFT-TO-RIGHT: Willia Williams, Charles Brewer, Theodore 
Clark, and John Coleman. 
LEFT-TO-RIGHT: Norma Collins, Mary Lewis, Lena White, Anthony 





" Science, Education, and Administration / Coop-
erative Research" is the official title of the research 
program at Langston University. The research, un-
der the direction of Dr. Steve B. Latimer, is funded 
by the U .S. Department of Agriculture . The 
Langston University program began with a basic 
appropriation of $429,055 .00 in 1972 and has 
grown to the present level of $744,029.00 for fiscal 
year 1979. 
. Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS), the 
former name of SEA/ CR, began very modestly in 
1972 with research programs in rural sociology, ac-
cumulation of Nitrates in soils and waters of Okla-
homa, and studies of glycosidases in barley. 
At present, there are over twelve research 
projects approved and operating in this program at 
Langston University. The most recent projects in-
clude small farms research and catfish farming. 
SEA/ CR at Langston University is just one of 
many 1890 historically Black landgrant colleges 
funded by the federal government. Our program, 
however, produced the first publication and the 
first annual report from among all the participating 
schools. 
The research program is housed in the former 
University Men Dormitory. The laboratories are 
equipped with the most modern facilities for scien-
tific investigation, including an electron miscroscope 
that has both scanning and transmission compo-
nents. The publications and scientific accomplish-
ments of Dr. Latimer and the other scientists are 
among the most outstanding in the state and na-
tion . 
Dr. Steve Latimer, SEA/ CR Director, talks with 
Dr. Keith Hawxby. 
Dr. Y. ). Ajeani 
Ms. Mary Bassett 
SEAICR Secretary 
Dr. Willa Combs 
Project Director 
Dr. Ritchey and Ms. Striplin discuss project plans. 
Mr. James Hopkins 
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Mr. Russell Irving 
Dr . Chan checks the results of his data. 
Dr. Rajen Mehta 
Dr. Bibekananda Mohanty 
Project Director 
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LEFT-TO-RIGHT: Kathy Marshall (student), Dr. Bonita Davis, Dr. M.A.B. Mallik, Dr. Keith Hawxby, Dr. Cho Kwang Yi, Mr. Booker Morgan, Dr. Wessylyne 
Simpson, and Gwynell Patterson (student). 
Mr. Booker Morgan Dr. Charles Ritchey 
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Ms. Cornelia Roach 
Dr. Wessylyne Simpson 
Project Director 
Dr. Mohanty prepares a solution for his mung bean study. 
Ms. Sylvetta Striplin 
Ms. A vis Whitlow 
Dr. Cho Kwang Yi 
Dr. Rajen Mehta operates the electron microscope, one 
of the most elaborate, modern, and expensive pieces of 




This is the Langston University Cooperative Extension Program Staff that guides the state program. Left to right are: Glenda Nash, area program agent, home 
economics; Nancy Smith, secretary; Leola Harris, administrative secretary; Alice Delano, area program agent, home economics; Ruby King, interim assistant to 
the administrator and area program agent, home economics; Clifford Harris, area program agent, youth development; Flossie A. Thurston, area program 
agent: youth development; Paul W . Newlin, communications specialist; and Gilbert Tampkins, administrator for the Langston Extension Program. Not pictured 






The Langston University Cooperat ive Extension Program was re-
presented at the State Fair of Oklahoma in September. The exhibit 
explained the program, and the articles made by the home eco-
nomic paraprofessional aides and homemakers were on display. 
PEOPLE BUILDING 
Certificates of Appreciation were presented at the annual aides' workshop held on the Langston University campus last summer. 
Gilbert Tampkins, left, administrator for the Langston Cooperative Extension Program, visits with a farmer in eastern Oklahoma and with Fred Behm, 
Extension agriculture technician 
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EXTENSION IS PEOPLE 
The Langston Extension Program is designed to provide educational programs to small-income people 
in rural areas of the state. Areas covered by the Langston program are home economics, youth develop-
ment and small and part-time farming and home gardening. 
Viola Jones, left, paraprofessional aide for the Langston Cooperative Exten-
sion, was instrumental in securing funds to provide home improvements for 
citizens in Logan County. 
Fred Behm, agriculture technician for the Langston Cooperative Extension Pro-
gram visits with one of his clientele. Four counties in eastern Oklahoma have 
been designated for the small and part-time farmer and gardner program. 
Alice Delano works with youngsters in a pup-
pet show. 
HELPING PEOPLE 
Thirteen counties have been designated for the program. They were selected based on the minority 
population and the number of small-income families in the counties. The thirteen counties are: Carter, 
Garvin, Grady, Lincoln, Logan, Mcintosh, Muskogee, Okfuskee, Okmulgee, Pontotoc, Seminole, Stephens 
and Wagoner. 
Vearneta Burch, home economics paraprofessional 
aide, works with youth at a workshop in Langston. 
She is one of 23 aides who work for the Langston 
Cooperative Extension Program. 
William Parker, area program agent , 
home improvement, works with clientele 
in upholstering furniture. 
Four annual workshops for the Langston 
Paraprofessional aides are held to bring 
up-to-date information to them . This 
workshop, held in Oklahoma City, was on 




LANGSTON UNIVERSITY HAS A CLEAR AND 
CERTAIN FUTURE 
"By the labor of this institution and as fourteenth president, I accept the challenge to try to exhalt the 
reality of human quality. We shall seek to lead, and in all that we undertake to do, we shall try to fashion 
a community of educators and scholars where all the students are teachers and all the teachers are 
learners. By such an example, we hope to try to help the academic world toward the reform that the 
times demand. 
We shall continue to withhold prior judgement on who can be educated and who can profit from the 
experiences that we offer. We shall stand solid on the firm foundation that who and what we graduate 
are more important than who and what we admit. 
The leadership of Langston University has a commitment to its founding fathers and its eighty-three 
year history that commands us to continue to try to move the distance between peoples and races in our 
search for truth, peace, and justice on earth. While we may not be able to remove those mountains, we 
can bring a new sense of man's worth and ultimate nobility, and building on that create for ourselves and 
future generations a new humanism which may make us more concerned for each other. 
With pride in our past, respect for our character and mission, and belief in our purpose, we shall 
continue to try to help our nation become a nation of people united for the prosperity of those yet 
unborn generations. 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY DOES HAVE A CLEAR AND CERTAIN FUTURE. WE ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE. 
AND 
'If ever man should dare bring low 
Thy blazoned banner high 
We'll battle with the vicious foe, 
And for thy honor die ... ' " 
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I AUGURATIO OF 
DR. ERNEST L. HOLLOWAY 
AS PRESIDE T OF LA GSTO U IVERSITY 
Calendar of Events 
Sun . Mar. 9-lnaugural Prayer Breakfast 
9:00a.m William H. Hale Student Union Ballroom 
Mon. Mar. 10- Student/Faculty Seminar " Relevant Issues 
3:00p.m . and Ideas", Amelia R. Taylor Theatre, 
Hargrove Music Hall 
Tues Mar. 11- Community ight 
7:30p.m. Baptist Student Union 
Wed . Mar. 12- Registration of Guests and Assignment for 
8:30-10:00 a.m . Academic Procession - Faculty Club 
10:30 a.m . Inaugural Ceremonie 
C Felton Gayles Gymnasium 
1:00 p.m. Luncheon 
C Felton Gayles Gymna ium - Pool Side 
(By Reservation Only) 
Fri Mar. 14- Dinner Theatre 
6:30p.m. " Langston University Follie Revue" 
William H. Hale Student Union Ballroom 
Sat. Mar. 15-lnaugural Ball 
8:00 p .m . C. Felton Gayles Gymnasium 
NOTE : Sun . Mar. 9- Sat. Mar. 15 - Art Exhibit 
Faculty Lounge, William H. Hale Student Union 
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ADMINISTRATION 
From the time that Dr. Ernest L. Holloway was interim president in December, 1978 to his current 
status as 14th president of Langston University, things began to happen and they continue to happen. 
Faculty, staff, alumni, the community, and the state ALL knew that Langston University could not en-
dure another set-back, another loss, any negative changes. But with Holloway as president, changes 
did take place. In a positive challenging way, change occured. Attitudes. Students' feelings of pride. 
Increased enrollment. Faculty push toward academic excellence. Improved images. Faith renewed. 
Even though the president is totally in charge of the administration of the institution and has the 
responsibility of developing and maintaining the organization to carry out the mission of Langston, he 
does not do it in isolation. The president charges his administrative staff with the responsibility of 
accurately reporting to him on all facets of the university. The president listens. He probes. He makes 
certain that he acts on all of the facts, for ultimately, it is the president who will recommend programs 
and personnel to the Regents to fulfill the mission requirements. That is why the theme "Strength 
Through Unity" has become the password and the by-line of Langston. 
Chancellor E. T. Dunlap (this page, bottom left) and President Holloway (bottom 
right) confer on matters of programs and budget at L. U. Dr. Holloway must be 
prepared to meet a wide array of publics. He is seen with Mr. and Mrs. Jake 
Simmons and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Simmons of Miskogee, Oklahoma (opposite 
page, top right). Dr. Holloway presents THE HISTORY OF LANGSTO U IVERSITY 
to Mr. Smitherman as Dr. Michael )achson looks on (center right) . Dr. Melvin Todd 
and Distinguished Educator Dr. Earl McGrath exchange intellectual ideas on educa-
tion (center bottom). 
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H. Aline Johnson 
Executive Assistants 
to the President 
Gregory Robinson 
Mrs. H. Aline Johnson prob-
ably knows the ins-and outs of 
the president's office better than 
any one else. She has served six 
presidents during her twenty-
three years in the office. 
In 1979 she moved up and 
out as Executive Assistant to the 
President. Mrs . Johnson says 
"Everyday is a new experience; 
this is one job that never gets 
boring." 
Youthful, energetic, persua-
sive, and always ready to ad-
vance an idea is Gregory Robin-
son, Executive Assistant to the 
President. 
"1979 is one of the best years 
that the University has had in 
some time," asserts Gregory. 
"We understand our responsibil-
ity and everybody is working to-
gether for a greater Langston 
University." 
Bryan Kinney with two staff members 
VICE PRESIDENTS 
Reuben D. Manning 
Somebody said it couldn't be done, but 
he rolled up his sleeves and did it. Bryan 
Kinney, Vice President for Fiscal Affairs, took 
the task in hand and with a support staff 
turned the fiscal management of L. U.'s re-
sources around. " Accountability is the 'key' 
to a sound fiscal program," asserts Kinney. 
"The academic program remains the 
heart of Langston University," says Dr. Reu-
ben D. Manning, Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs. He is an administrator who 
has come up through the ranks and is sensi-
tive to the needs of faculty and students. 
Dr. Manning often says that Langston Uni-
versity has one of the finest faculties that 




Mrs. Sylvia Lewis, Dean for Student Development 
believes that it is mandatory for all aspects of the uni-
versity to work together in order to provide a whole-
some environment for the students. She also believes 
that the cultural and aesthetic experiences of college 
students should be rich and varied . Because of her 
hard work and endless contacts, those experiences 
that students have are rich and varied . 
Dr. Virginia Schoats, Director of Special Services 
and Human Resources has a major responsibility in 
the area of student services. Counseling, testing, and 
the enhancement of Basic Skills in reading, mathemat-
ics, and English are concerns that she and her staff 
have for students. Looking for innovative ways to as-
sist professors in the regular college classroom re-
mains a challenge. 
Probably one of the most sought after administra-
tors on campus is Mrs. Jacqueline Mack, Director of 
Financial Aid . And rightly so. Most students must 
come in contact with Mrs. Mack during their stay at L. 
U. She is known for sensitivity to all students and has 
the kind of rapport with students that when she gives 
a firm "no" most students will leave smiling and say-
ing what a kind understanding counselor she is. 
Steve Latimer, Director 




During fourteen years of service to the universi-
ty, Dr. Steve Latimer has served in several 
capacities. These include professor, Chairman of 
Department, Head of Division, and Director of SEA 
I CR. 
Growth is the base of the university and building 
is the foundation of growth asserts Dr. Latimer. His 
SEA I CR programs have attributed to this growth. 
Buildings, equipment, and materials are all evident 





Mr. Gilbert Tampkins, Administrator of the 1890 
Programs, provides a community service compo-
nent of the university services. This is one of the 
university's public service obligations to rural Okla-
homa communities. People in the rural communities 
are given an opportunity to better understand the 
totality of their relations as individuals, as families, 
and as groups with their total environment. Mr. 
T ampkins believes that work in this area is one of 




Jean Bell Manning, TITLE Ill 
Coordinator and Federal Rela-
tions Officer 
James Simpson, Director of 
Foundation and University Re-
lations 
Money and students are in-
volved with the administrators on 
this page. Dr. Jean Manning co-
ordinates all Title Ill programs and 
develops new programs and then 
attempts to find the federal dollars 
to support them. 
Dr. Raymond Parker, Director of 
Admissions has the responsibility of 
providing a profile of all L. U .' s stu-
dents. He is the keeper of records, 
and he must also make sure that 
Langston keeps its diversity of cul-
tural and ethnic students. 
Mr. James Simpson, Director of 
Development I Foundation and 
University Relations, has a never 
ending job. In an effort to keep 
the foundation fund adequate for 
the needs of students, he must rely 
on many publics . Alumni , 
Corporations, parents, friends, and 
faculty and staff are just some of 
the people who help to keep the 
foundation going. However, Mr. 
Simpson has that touch of class to 
extract an individual's last dollar. 
Dr. Wennette Pegues, Associate 
Dean of Academic Affairs, keeps 
everything at the Tulsa Urban cen-
ter in tune with the University. 
Dr. Raymond Parker, Direc-
tor of Admissions 
Dr. Winnette Peques, Associate Dean of Academic Affairs 
Faculty meeting where faculty is apprised of administrative policy and actions 
Administrative Council Meeting where policy and actions are planned . 
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Administrators keep long hard working hours 
Administrators at work and on the move 
In the midst of work there is still time to laugh. 
for a greater Langston University 
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ZELLA J. BLACK PATTERSON 
Mrs. Patterson autographs her book during a reception given in her honor by 
Chancellor E. T. Dunlap. 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY: 
A HISTORY 
An alumna and former faculty member of 
Langston University , Mrs . Zelia J. Black 
Patterson, has just published a comprehensive 
history of her alma mater - Langston Univer-
sity: A History, 1979. 
The book is the story of eighty years of 
Langston University, enriched with the author's 
personal recollections and the memories of 
friends and relatives . 
Mrs. Patterson was born eight miles from 
Langston and has lived there most of her life. 
She attended the university high school and re-
ceived the B.S. degree from Langston . She re-
ceived the M.S. degree from Colorado State 
College and did advanced study at the Univer-
sity of California and at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. A long-term Langston faculty member, 
she served as chairman of the Department of 
Home Economics from 1965-1971, when she 
was named Family Living Specialist in a pro-
gram sponsored by Oklahoma State University 
and the U. S. Department of Agriculture for 
low-income and disadvantaged populations. 
After her retirement in 1974, Mrs . 
Patterson' s long association with Langston 
caused her to undertake the task of preserving 
its history. 
Mrs. Patterson, we salute you! 
ABOVE: Dr. Melvin Todd, Mrs. Patter on, and Chancellor Dunlap enjoy a laugh during the reception. 
RIGHT: Governer George Nigh congratulates Mrs. Patterson on a job well done. 
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DISCO WINNERS 
Brother and sister team -
Annette and Donald Peter 
The Guthrie High School Bluejay football team 
made believers out of their fans and other teams as 
they made a run for the 1979 Class 3-A State 
Championship. 
The Bluejays started the season losing their first 
five games, but as the second half of the season 
got underway, the offense began to jell. The Jays 
started winning behind the offensive attack of 
senior All-State candidate, Jeryl Jennings, who be-
came the leading ground gainer in Bluejay football 
history; junior quarterback, Tony McCarroll; and 
senior fullback, Jeff Darkin; and the defensive her-
oics of Anthony Bryant, Clyde Neal, Darryl Lewis, 
Anthony Coleman, Keith Combs, and Barlo Hardin. 
The Bluejays defeated a much bigger Choctaw 
team 34-20, and then unleased their best offensive 
attack of the season on the No. 1 ranked Ardmore 
Tigers, winning 14-7 in the second round, before 
losing to a gigantic Ada team in the State semifinals 
11-0. 
The coach of the Bluejays is Max Smiley. 
GUTHRIE 
LANGSTON CITY 
Langston City was founded by Edwin P. McCabe, 
a black activist of the late 1800's, as an all-black 
town. Today, it is multi-ethnic and provides many 
services for Langston University and its students. 
Among the many churches of several denomina-
tions available to faculty, staff, and students is Mt. 
Bethel Baptist Church, a very prominent community 
church. Rev. Glenn Woodberry is pastor. 
LEFT These Langston Elementary School students 
pose prettily for the photographer dunng their 
Halloween capers Their room was voted the 
"neatest" during Open House. Mrs. Shern Braggs 
Hammons is the teacher for third and fourth 
grades 




CLASS " B" STATE CHAMPIONS - COYLE BLUEJACKETS. (Kneeling) Coach Larry Cawhee. (Standing) Left to right : o.31 , John Wilson; 
No. 12, Lennie Franks; No.25, Willis Suttle; No.11 Curtis Spriggs; No.21. jimmy Williams; o.41, Joe Atkinson, o .52, Wayne Gross; 
o.42, Reginald Holloway; No.33, Randy Warren; No.32, Reggie johnson; and No.51, Reggie Love. 
LADY BLUEJACKETS - COYLE HIGH SCHOOL. 
(Front Row) Vicki Friday, Lori Wamack, Melanie 
Phillips, Lori White, Charmonia Threat. (Second 
Row) ita ottingham, Darla Moorman, Carolyn 
Lindsay, Beverly Yandell, and julie Flasch. (Back 
Row) COACH DONNIE DARROW, Cindy 
Downey, Alice Clark, Cindy Williams, and Lisa 
Ford. ( ot pictured) Toni Longan. 
Coyle Sophomore Named To All Cimarron 
Valley Conference 
Wayne Gross Averages 21 pts, 12 rebounds 
First Team 
These headlines don't tell the other side of 
Wayne E. Gross - the Christian athlete, the honor 
student at Langston Elementary School and Coyle 
High School, the artist, the actor, the community 
leader, the dedicated member of New Hope Bap-
tist Church, the idol of younger boys and girls in 
Langston and Coyle, the loving brother, the obedi-
ent and mannerable son, the young man with the 
" million dollar smile." 
We were blessed for his short life to touch our 
lives in so many ways, and we are inspired by his 
example of a full life. 
WAYNE E. GROSS 
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to8etL OctrliJ racial <I la/Jd la.c.\.1 
' 1er '• eorh il/)1111 01Jc 
Golda l"-- 0-'"o/},6 °Sit1e, ty dress ee. ''r \ ld and her peasant . · ze1 e cou 
have been ju t another b 19;8 ther. In-
stead, the carpenter's daughte1 .vho grew 
up in Milwaukee became I rael's woma~ of 
steel, helping to found the state and servmg 
as its fourth Prime Mini ter. Though she 
sought peace, she fought every Arab raid 
with even heavier counterviolence. But she 
lived to embrace Egyptian President An-
war Sadat on his dramatic peacemaking 
trip to Israel. 1978 
West meets East as John Paul II is greeted by Din-••~;"" I in tstanbu 
Hubert Horatio Humphrey, 66, a happy 
warnor of U.S. politics. An unabashed 
liberal who loved the politics of small towns 
and the power of big' government, he 
emerged from a drugstore in the Midwest 
during the Great Depression and went on 
to become mayor, senator, Vice President 
and senator again. His landmark legi la-
tion, including the Civil Rights Act of 19M, 
was one of his legacies; another w? 
boundless goodwill and optimisiJ' 
neither cancer nor three defe~ 
Presidency could ever quite r ~ 
,o( ~ 
:00 
John Wayne, 72, man, movie star and 
legend. 1979 
Nelson A. Rockefeller, 70, the million-
aire commoner. He bestowed "Hiya fellas" 
the way his grandfather once dispensed 
dime., and as governor of ew York he left 
such monuments a a vastly expanded 
Ann1e leibov•tz-Contart 
!1-fuhammad Ali H'lllrii",J 
• Higher Prices • Wall Street Woes 
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STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY IN TWO YEARS 
OF UNEASY PEACE 
Diplomacy: In thirteen days of isolated 
summitry, Jimmy Carter, Menachem Be-
gin and Anwar Sadat hammered out the 
Camp David accords- and moved the 
Middle East a giant step toward peace. 
Carter also announced that full diplomatic 
relations with China would begin, but at the 
price of cutting America's ties with Taiwan. 
Con1licts: Soviet-financed Cuban forces in 
the Horn of Africa powered Ethiopia's drive 
against Somali invaders in the disputed Oga-
den region. Violent dissent by Muslim fun-
damentalists and leftist reformers paralyzed 
Iran. Civil war convulsed Nicaragua. 
Tragedies: In Guyana, Peoples Temple 
leader Jim Jones triggered the assassination 
of a U.S. congressman-and then coerced 
900 followers into mass suicide. Masses of 
Indochina's refugees fled from Communist 
regimes in decrepit boats; many "boat peo-
ple" died at sea as Asian nations turned 
So while Langston University stu-
dents lived their own lives, the world 
had its uneasy peace, a changing or-
der of power, and enough problems 
to last until next year. 
Beyond Langston University, the 
state and the nation, the world con-
tinued on a path of its own in 1978 
and 1979. The shape of things has a 
unique summary for the l~st two 
years in the life of the seventies. 
them away. Near Niagara Falls, a witches' 
brew of poison chemicals buried more tha~ 
30 years ago made the New York commum-
ty of Love Canal a disaster a.rea. . 
Attacks: Red Brigade terronsts k1dn~~ped 
and killed former Italian ~rime Mu~lster 
Aldo Moro. Skin-magazme pubh~her 
Larry Flynt was ambushed al_ld partially 
paralyzed by a sniper in Georg1a. . 
Decisions: The Senate narrowly ratified 
the Panama Canal treaties. Carter post-
poned production of the neutron ?~mb. 
In the landmark Bakke case, a divided 
Supreme Court ruled . t~at race . c~n be a 
factor in student-admiSSions pohcles. The 
U.S.S.R. sentenced dissidents Anatoly 
Shcharansky and Aleksandr Ginzburg to 
long prison terms. . 
Taxes: California voters passed Proposi-
tion 13 a $7 billion cut in property taxes 
that sp~rked similar revolts i~ other states. 
Succession: Pope Paul VI dted of a heart 
attack. The College of Cardinals cho.se as 
his successor Albino Luciani, the Patnarch 
of Venice· but 34 days later Pope John Paul, 
too, was dead. The year's second co.nclave 
elected the first non-Italian Pope m 455 
years: Polish Cardinal Karol WoJtyla, Pope 
John Paul II. 
Firsts: "Test-tube baby" Louise Brown was 
born in England, the first child ever con-
ceived outside her mother's b<><;lY· Three 
Americans made the first Atlantic balloon 
crossing in the Doub~e ~gle II. Muh~m­
mad Ali squandered h1s title to Leon Spmks 
in Las Vegas, but took it back in Ne:w 
Orleans-and became the first. man to wm 
the heavyweight crown three t1mes. . 
Passing Fancies: College toga parties; 
transparent pants. . 
The Arts: I. M. Pei's new NatiOnal Gallery 
wing opened in Washington .. New York's 
Metropolitan Museum unveiled the first-
century B.C. Egyptian Temple of Dendu~. 
Movies: "The Deer Hunte~,'' "Inter:~ 
ors" "Animal House," "Commg Home. 
B~ks: "The World According to Garp," 
"The Stories of John Cheever," "The Hu-
man Factor," "The Gulag Archipelago, 
Volume III." , . ..,. ..,. ..,- -' _, ,_, 
~ .... . ~J 1.. :,. 
~ .. ·r'. i: 
The Pope's Travels: John Paul II ma.de a 
"pilgrimage ofhope" to Mexico and a tnum-
phant state visit to his homeland. In Amer-
ica he drew adoring millions and became 
th~ first Pope to visit the White House. 
Other Travelers: Carter's six-day shuttle 
between Cairo and Jerusalem produced 
peace agreements ending 30 years of w~; 
Begin and Sadat signed the accords ~n 
Washington. In Vienna, Carter and Leomd 
Brezhnev concluded the SALT II treaty. 
On his U.S. visit, Chinese Deputy Prime 
Minister Deng Xiaoping charmed the 
President and baited the Russians. 
Revolutions: The Shah left his kingdom; 
the exiled Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini 
returned in triumph to proclaim an Islamic 
republic. President-for-Life Idi Amin was 
ousted by Tanzanian and Ugandan-exile 
troops. The Sandinista rebels' " final offen-
*;ive" drove Nicaraguan President Somoza 
.nto exile in Miami Beach. 
lndochina Again: Vietnamese forces swept 
:~.cross Cambodia and installed a new, pro-
Hanoi government. China retaliated by 
mvading Vietnam. The world feared a Sino-
Soviet war. 
Shocks: Radioactive steam escaped from 
Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island power 
plant in the worst commercial nuclear ac-
cident in U.S. history. The accident gave 
new life to the anti-nuke movement. IRA 
bombs killed British war hero Earl Mount-
batten on his fishing boat in Donegal Bay. 
A savage gale swamped the Fastnet yacht 
race off southern England, killing eighteen 
sailors. 
Scandals: Accused of complicity in South 
Africa's $74 million propaganda scandal, 
President John Vorster resigned. Bert 
Lance was indicted on charges of engineer-
ing $20 million in fraudulent loans-some 
during his tenure in the Carter Cabinet. The 
Senate "denounced" Georgia's Herman 
Talmadge for misuse of public funds. U.N. 
Ambassador Andrew Young resigned un-
der fire after lying to the State Department 
about his covert contact with the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. 
Chain Reaction: Worldwide fears about 
the American recession triggered unprec-
edented jumps in gold prices; to steady the 
endangered dollar and curb inflation, the 
Federal Reserve Board announced drastic 
new tight-money measures; Wall Street 
reacted with a selling panic. 
Comeback: Sky lab's crash landing sprayed 
debris over the Australian outback, but 
took no lives. 
Firsts: Britain elected Margaret Thatcher 
its first woman Prime Minister, and in its 
first democratic election, Zimbabwe Rho-
desia elected Prime Minister Abel Mu-
zorewa. The Gossamer Albatross became 
the first man-powered airplane to fly across 
the English Channel. 
Revivals: Slit skirts; roller skating; baggy 
blue jeans. 
Entertainment: Movies: "Apocalypse 
Now," "Manhattan," "The China Syn-
drome," "Breaking Away." Books: "So-
phie's Choice," "Good as Gold," "The 
Culture of Narcissism," "The Ghost 
Writer. " 
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ABOVE: Dr. Holloway and the Fiscal Affairs staff give the A. & M . Regents a tour of the campus. BELOW: Senator David Boren visits with Patricia Love 
at a reception at Langston University. 
ABOVE AND BELOW: Dr. Mary Francis Berry holds a press conference at Langston University and explains the role of HEW in the future of historically 








Most Brilliant Male 
Most Outstanding Male 
Most Likely to Succeed 
Nan Mosley 
Most Brilliant Female 
Most Outstanding Female 




Most Humorous Male 
Most Friendly Male 
Gwynell Patterson 
Most Likely to Succeed 
Kim Cooper 
Most Friendly Female 
.•. 
Anthony Hill 









Rrta Wi iams 
Best Dressed Female 
Anthony Hill and Raymond Gray 






Best Male Personality 
Cortez Rex 




Most Beautiful Female 
Anita Erivin 
Louis Hall 
Most Handsome Male 
Elaine Faucett 
Most Talented Female 
Most Beautiful Female 
Joseph Johnson 




Most Outstanding Female Athlete 
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Individual expressions 
of strength through 
Unity 
STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY 







The man who leads the institution has three strong influences who keep him alert, in step 
with the times, and in tune with the " latest happenings." They are his three sons, Ernest Jr. a 
junior Broadcast Journalism major; Reginald, a tenth grader with excellent " pro" basketball 
potential; and Norman, the seventh grader who is the " boss. " 
They have joined the cast of Langston University supporters who believe that there is 
STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY. 




Mrs. Clark and Anthony Majors work hard . 
Sports Editor, Anthony Majors 
Co-editor and Editor check it out! Darrel Erby, Photographer 
222 
Anthony, jimmy, and Dionne are getting it together 
GETTING IT TOGETHER 
LEFT: Phil Smith, editor of the 1979-80 LION, 
spent many long hours in the yearbook office. 
Many of his "favorites" had to go lacking until 
the job was completed. By working together, 
we"got it together." 
Dionne Bennett, copy writer 
223 
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IN CLOSING ... 
Langstonites, another year has passed and the 1979-80 LANGSTON LION is being distributed. I cannot 
express the joy and feeling of accomplishment when the last shipment of pages left for the press. A 
sense of LU pride made me reflect on just what is college life and what it has meant for an individual 
who has been here one, two, three, or four years. College, after all, is many things. It is a complex living 
organism of numerous facilities, programs, activities, events, and above all , people. Whether the people 
represent us as students, staff, faculty, administrators, or friends across the state and nation, that quality 
of belonging and being a part of a great institution prevails. This year's LANGSTON LION is a record of all 
these things and people, even though there were times when some doubted that the deadlines would be 
met, and the promises kept. They were. In fact, the staff lived and breathed the theme, STRENGTH 
THROUGH UNITY, as we worked each day to meet deadlines. For this fantastic team, I remain grateful. 
Weekends, long nights, every soare moment between classes were used unceasingly by co-editor 
Ernest, Dionne, and Anthony who kept their cool most of the time. Thanks team! To all of the staff 
members. Thank You! 
Three simple words say what we feel for our advisor, " WE LOVE YOU, Dr. Jo Ann Clark." Dr. Clark 
was our critic, our right-arm, and our friend . Without her constant guidance and her attitude that we 
were learning together, this yearbook would not be the reality that it is. Thanks for everything! 
A special thanks to Mr. Monty Prock for all of his clever photography. Almost every page that has 
been turned pictures his work or his teaching. Thank you, Mr. Prock, for always being there at the right 
moment with camera in hand. 
Dr. Joy Flasch and Dr. Jean Manning were very supportive and provided that extra push when we all 
needed it. For all the people behind the scenes, we thank you, too. Let's keep the Langston University 
spirit flying high. ~ _ .• _ JJ 
fJAdqm.>LJ~ 
Phillip Smith, Editor 





Rayfield Wyatt and Daryl Erby, Photographers 
STAFF 
Monte G. McClellan 
Ernest Holloway, Jr. Co-Editor 
Dionne Bennett, Copy Editor 
Dr. JoAnn Clark, Advisor 
Monty Prock, Photographer 
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